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Moonshine Still Supplies and High-Quality Distilling Equipmentsuperuser2023-12-18T11:12:23-07:00 
All orders $150 or more from Mile Hi in the continental US will receive free shipping.

All orders placed from now until supplies last will also receive free cleaning tablets as our gift to you.

 

Order now!
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Have Questions? Check out our FAQ page for Answers >>>





Moonshine Still Kits and Distilling Equipment For Sale




Mile Hi Distilling moonshine stills are copper or stainless steel built pot stills that are used to make traditional moonshine or other spirits using sugar or assorted grains as a base. A Mile Hi moonshine still can also be used to make every other kind of distilled alcohol or ‘spirits‘, such as brandy, bourbon, rye whiskey, gin, rum, vodka. Additionally, you can also use a moonshine still to produce distilled water, fuel, and alcohol for cleaning and disinfecting purposes. Other kinds of stills that we carry at MileHiDistilling.com include alembic stills, column stills, and reflux stills.

If you’re looking for a moonshine still, whiskey still, or any other type of alcohol still, look no further. Since 2002, Mile Hi Distilling has had the highest quality stills for sale on the web. We carry everything from commercial volume distilling equipment to table-top home stills. It doesn’t stop at distillation equipment either, we have the largest selection of distilling supplies in the country. From carbon filters to mash ingredients and everything in between, you’ll find whatever you need in our shop. We also have a growing library of articles with everything from a distilling moonshine guide to how to make vodka.

We have over 600 products for home distilling and supplies for micro-distilleries. From stills to turbo yeast, we have the largest selection in the world. Please look around and have fun. You can also keep updated on our newest moonshine still video walkthroughs. If you have any questions give us a call 303-987-3955
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Mile Hi Distilling Google Reviews





4.8  687 reviews
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Jay Beeman
★★★★★

I am very satisfied with the spiral aging sticks I received. I had no problems with the order nor during shipping. Keep up the … More good work. Also keep bring more videos out on the YouTube channel. Boo does great in the videos ✌️
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Kory Fisher
★★★★★

Always a pleasure dealing with Mile Hi. Easy to order and quick delivery. I have ordered stuff from them many times. I only had … More an issue one time, with a gift certificate I received, and there costumer service was excellent!! They answered the phone QUICK and fixed my problem in 5 minutes. I would definitely recommend Mile Hi Distilling!!!
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Steve McColl
★★★★★

Just received my mile hi 8 gallon pro. It's beautiful and I can't wait to get started. The build quality is amazing … More and it got here very fast.
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Missouri Gunner
★★★★★

Wow I don’t even know where to start. Today I received the 26 gallon six section flute still and I am simply amazed of the quality … More of this still. I knew from pictures and other reviews I made the best decision by buying from Mile Hi, but after receiving it today It was the next best thing since my son was born! What impresses me other than the top notch quality and manufacturing of the still, Is the people that own and run this company. The few times during the last eight weeks including today, I reached out to them for questions and always had a response back by the end of the day or early the following day. There’s just not enough good words to describe the experience I’ve had with this place. Mile Hi, thank you for everything!

Kenny

KCMO (A.k.a. Chiefs Kingdom!)
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Joe Freas
★★★★★

We have been ordering from Mile High Distilling for years and service has always been top notch. We have two Mile High stills … More and run them nearly every day. The shipping is fast and all of the products have been high quality.
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Andrew Murray
★★★★☆

It's sometimes hard to obtain parts here in Australia. I needed a small electrical part for my still and simply couldn't … More find it here. Mile Hi came good with the parts (I ordered spares) and I have just got my still operational again. I know that things can get complicated but the cost of freight made my nose bleed!! The tiny parts I bought could easily have been posted in a post bag and sure would not have cost $50+ to send. It sort of is a disincentive to deal and, after Australian businesses, I would far rather buy from a U.S. business than any other.
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Andre
★★★★★

I spent a year researching distillation equipment. A friend insisted that I buy a Mile Hi still and that I would not be disappointed. … More He was correct. I bought a 3 gallon mini with the electronic controller. The workmanship is outstanding and so is the distillate. The customer service sets these guys apart from everyone I have ever dealt with. They phoned me to arrange alternate shipping...never had an email go more that 12 hours without an answer, they always pick up the phone and they are cheerful. They set the standard for customer care. I will definitely buy more stuff from them.
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Bryan Smith
★★★☆☆

Can't wait to get to use my new column and big thanks to Mile High for great customer service I have had great experience … More with them answering any and all questions helping build this rig and dealing with any issues. Thanks for being a good honest American company.
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Sean Fleming
★★★★★

These guys are super fast on delivering and package the products extremely well. The quality of all their products is benchmark. … More Thanks for everything - your products and people are top notch.
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Clayton Fineout
★★★★★

Very professional experience and the folks that run it, are the most helpful and kindest folks that I've ever had the pleasure … More of speaking with. They are very knowledgeable about their products and services. I got a alot of help from the folks. They are very fast on getting your products to you. I will be doing a lot of business with them. They took good care of me. I personally want to say thanks for all you have done for me. I've spent a couple thousand dollars with them and they have been very helpful and professional. Services, shipping, etc.........clay........
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John Henry
★★★★★

I purchased an 8 gallon pro unit. It arrived in less than a week. It is very nicely constructed and polished to a high luster. … More Being a welder for most of my career the welds are impeccable. I have not used it yet but in the next week or so. I expect it will perform flawlessly. Well done Mile Hi!
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Robert Poutre
★★★★★

I just want to say that this joint is amazing. I know there have been a few upsets along the way since covid and all, but they … More are still the best resource for your distilling needs. With the return of Evan this place is in great hands as always. Ultimately, they are true pros and can help everyone from beginners to pros. Their products are bomber and they have pretty much everything anyone could need. Can't wait to get my feet wet with some new recipes I have brewing, after talking with these folks. Thanks for all you do!
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Kerry Collins
★★★★★

I bought the 8 Gallon dual Pro Still for my husband. It is absolutely beautiful! It is truly a work of art! I had no knowledge … More of stills or the alcohol making process but Evan at Mile Hi walked me through everything I needed to know! I was so excited that I couldn’t wait until Christmas to give it to him. I have never seen him so excited or impressed! The quality and craftsmanship is magnificent!! Thank you Evan and Mile Hi… I finally was able to surprise him. We are now Mile Hi customers for life!
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Chris Leffel
★★★★★

Customer service is excellent - they answered all my questions and more! The product showed up in perfect condition.
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reevin riggin
★★★★★

Really nice quality barrel. I paid a higher price than the import and "novelty" barrel you see eveerywhere else, but … More it appears to be of higher qaulity by far. I will let you know in a year how the aging process worked in this barrel vs. the cheaper ones.
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Vance Johnson
★★★★★

I have made several purchases from this company. They are awesome!!

Very willing to help with any issues. The equipment they sell … More is top quality!!
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Kyle Doran
★★★★★

Great distilling and moonshine still products! Passionate and knowledgable staff that knows good distilling equipment! Whether … More you need distilling supplies, like yeast, grains, alcohol essences or distilling equipment such as moonshine stills, copper pot stills or distilling towers, Mile Hi Distilling is the best resource.
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kevin beasley
★★★★★

Every shopping experience I've have had with this seller has been very positive. Quality products that are delivered promptly. … More What more could a shopper ask for ?
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Randy Tronti
★★★★★

Love you guys...can you please help me understand the ball valve though I received with recent order...the handle does not rotate, … More nor is there any internal gate valve type mechanics that will close off flow of liquid...did I get correct product??....or am I supposed to clamp to pot, then clamp end with plug with 2" gasket and clamps?? Thanks,
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John Brown
★★★★★

Mile High goes the extra mile to help the customer!! I would recommend them to anyone who wants a great partner in distilling. … More
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Ben Sotiriadis
★★★★★

I can only complement Mile Hi Distilling for the quality of their assistance and their products. I live on the other side of … More the world. Their friendly and helpful staff ensured that I got the best advice in terms of product selection and shipping. My equipment was well packed. I was able to track its location via the shipping app, so that I knew where it was in the world. After my tower arrived, I showed it to a friend who was a leading hand, now retired, at a large local metal fabrication business. If my friend can't weld it, nobody can. He was very impressed with the quality of the manufacture and welding of the tower components. So that is a great endorsement for what I have purchased from Mile Hi Distilling. Keep up the great work.
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John Sturgis
★★★★★

It took me the better part of a year to figure out how, and if, to incorporate a “thumper“ into my system and determine just how … More it might be utilized. I was in no rush, so I enjoyed the research on the Internet and YouTube to figure out sourcing, functionality, and the eventual expense. There was much to study.In the end, Mile Hi easily won me over and the business.The workmanship on this thumper is impressive and quite perfect in every way. Am excited to share this work of art with my hobby friends. The welds alone are masterful and well polished. Mile Hi packed it very well and special thanks to them for all the (unexpected) hardware needed to get operational. Saved me a lengthy drive to a hardware store. Thanks also for the turbo yeast gift…Hillbilly got me started over 8 years ago with their milk can which has worked well; but Mile Hi Distilling is the hands-down winner in all areas...manufacturing; product and design variety; service (Evan); and delivery on that promised. Now, I have my eye on that six-level bubbler flute of theirs…life is good!Thanks guys, got to go now and fire up the pot!
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Rory Paul
★★★★★

The 3 gallon boiler unit was well packaged and very clean. This reduced the amount of prep work involved prior to first use. The … More purchase process was easy and communications with Mile Hi were efficient.
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SportPiiix
★★★★★

bought this beautiful copper onion to use on my 30 gallon still. Adds a little EXTRA to the Bourbon I'm making. People … More love to hear about it.
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Mike Wescombe-Down
★★★★★

A BIG THANK YOU for a product that in my opinion represents the absolute best in terms of design and execution.The tower is so … More beautiful, so impressive that I am almost reluctant to use it, this could very well be a piece of sculpture in our house.I am a very fastidious and precise engineer, I have designed a lot of devices and gizmos over the years as well as actually welded, machined, linished, grit blasted, buffed, polished and wrangled metal into shape, so I know that your stunningly beautiful Copper Dual Pro Tower has been through the hands of artisans, craftsmen, people who take pridein their ability to transform two very dissimilar metals, copper and stainless steel, into the final product.The Mile Hi team have achieved a standard that should make everyone in their team very proud. Compared to some of the other crude silversoldered examples on sites, where buyers are asked to accept daggy oxidised joints showing the uneven flow of the silver brazing alloy, as rough as the work of an apprentice plumber, Mile Hi have gone in the opposite direction and refined their product to the point where it is almost impossible to see how they can offer such fine work at such reasonable pricesThe packaging was also done by someone who cares, every part protected from the hazards of freight companies and freight handlers with extra layers of bubble wrap and lots of paper padding.
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Paul Wu
★★★★★

Excellent quality!! I ordered an 8 Gallon Dual Purpose Electric Still Kit. The 304 grade stainless steel is of really high quality. … More I have only done a vinegar run and everything is working as described and perfectly. Great customer service too. They always responded to my emails quickly. Highly recommend!
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Bill Cheeney
★★★★★

Received my order very quickly and was impressed with the packaging and the extent went to to protect the products.. my parts … More seemed to be very high quality and durable. I believe they will last many lifetime's with proper care ❤ the fit and finish is excellent 👌 and the costumer service is the best. I will be a returning costumer for all my future needs. Thank you again for your great customer service. Bii.
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Jim Locke
★★★★★

Great experience doing business with Mile Hi! Very responsive to questions and emails. The website said that there was a 25 to … More 35 business day production time on what I ordered. 8 days later, FedEx was at my door. The equipment is excellent quality. Everything you need in one package to get rolling. Reasonably priced, in my opinion, and a military discount was the icing on the cake! Highly, HIGHLY recommended!
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Jeff Mitchell
★★★★★

Great product, arrived in less time then the website timeline. Excellent quality, and american made. Highly recommend!
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mike durrant
★★★★★

The team at Mile Hi is great! I had an older controller burn up recently. I placed an order with Mile Hi and they were able … More to ship a new controller out immediately. They contacted me with time to ship that same day so we could discuss the shipping options (shipping was over a holiday weekend). The shipment actually arrived much earlier than anticipated and their controller works so much better than the other company (not to be named). Their service and quality are great - now I just want one of those copper milk cans 😉
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Jesse Alcock
★★★★☆

All items shipped appeared to be packed well with plenty of cushioning. I liked that a recipe was sent with the 8 gallon starter … More kit. The only issue I addressed was that the alcohol meter was missing from the shipment. I sent Mile Hi an email and within 24 hours a representative stated that the item was on its way. My suggestion is to address the issue with the packing department and/or Q/C to ensure items ship complete.
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Jared McMillan
★★★★★

I have placed several orders now. All have been perfect except for this last one. Items had minor cosmetic damage but Mile Hi … More jumped to fix it immediately. They have had excellent communications during issues and were super fast to fix an issue due to shipping. I will order again from them very soon. I highly recommend their products and their company.
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C P (PhyxxFab)
★★★★★

My order was shipped and received within 8 days. I love it! The only complaint I have is the main clamp. (Three piece. tank to … More the lid of the milk jug)It has grind marks all over it. (Out sourced?) When I try to clamp it I have to make sure it stays in the indent. It wants to pop out and I have to make sure it is seated properly. A minor inconvenience. But..? Something that should not be an issue for a pro still at this price. It works like a charm. 190 proof easy. 🙂
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Dave Wall
★★★★★

Great service, knowledgeable folks to talk to. I was anticipating a 3 week delivery time but received my order in less than a … More week. Everything was exactly as stated and user friendly! Will continue to be a dedicated customer
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Mason Henry
★★★★★

I bought an 8 gallon model from them 2 years ago and it has been running perfectly! Recently the heat controller started to have … More a few issues so i emailed them and they sent the parts to me in 2 days, easiest fix ever! She is back to running strong, the metal is very thick gauge and the welds are solid it will probably outlive me.Products are solid, customer service is excellent no complaints here!
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Tim Short
★★★★★

The customer support is amazing. I screwed up my order and wanted to swap out and replace the "wrong" product. They … More were prompt, I asked them to ship replacement first (not a standard return practice) and they agreed. Really nice and fun to work with them.
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mike Nyisalosky
★★★★★

Hi I bought your 8gal dual purpose pro still and your stainless steel parrot. The craftsmanship is very good, all the welds are … More nice. The thermometers are accurate. All around great products. The packaging and shipping were good. I would highly recommend your stills to anyone who is looking for a quality still.I will be buying more from Mile High Distilling.Thanks. Mike.
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Eli Parker
★★★★★

Just received my new filter from Mile High. Very well built and works as advertised. First batch filtered cleaned up nicely and … More definitely improved the quality of the product post filtration. I would highly recommend this item to anyone looking for a simple way to polish their product.
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John Martin
★★★★★

I can't find the word to describe my experience, so I'm going to take Mike's. WOW!It was truly a great product … More from the first moment I received it and the staff and process was even better. Can say enough good thing about Mile Hi and the quality products they sell.
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Jeremy McDonald
★★★★★

Have no worries when ordering this kit! Everything about the ordering experience was awesome. You are kept updated via email … More at all points from ordering to receiving. The quality is excellent on the can and all the welds. The column fit together with no issues. Once you see this in person, you will know that this is a quality kit that will last a long time. When the kit arrived, I first wondered how they fit everything into one box. It was expertly packed and there are absolutely no scratches on the stainless or the copper. There was definitely pride and care taken when packing the kit. Let's get to brewing!
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Mike Marquis
★★★★★

This is the second time I ordered a barrel from Mile Hi Distilling. I am very happy with the barrels and the entire ordering … More and delivery process. There was a slight issue with this order that I informed Mil Hi about and explained to them that I was not looking for anything to resolve the issue. They got back to me right away and are making the situation right. I really appreciate the customer service i have always experienced with Mile Hi Distilling.
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Craig Gentry
★★★★☆

Everything arrived in a timely manner. My on lunch issue was that I didn't receive the spigot for the fermentation bucket … More or my two packages of yeast. Everything seems to be of good quality and I'm eager to test everything out real soon.
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Jordan Kaz
★★★★★

I was completely happy with my purchase. When it arrived I couldn't believe the quality and items they included in the shipment. … More It also arrived much quicker than I anticipated. I was expecting the bare minimum to show up. But there were spare seals, a bag of turbo yeast/nutrients and even extra parts for different arrangements for the condenser. I've completed my third run, and I love it.
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Tye Legleu
★★★★☆

This is an amazing product. I love how everything clamps together with silicone gaskets. It's very easy to load the ceramic … More rings and copper mesh and take them out if you need to. The wide opening on the pot will make it very easy to clean compared to other products I've used. As I have not actually ran it yet, I feel confident the heater element controller will work well! I look forward in trying it out. I love the idea of the electric element verse an open flame or hot plate (both of which can create additional hazards).
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Rudy Hindelang
★★★★★

I love this company. Top notch. Just remember to step up. I bought a 3 gallon. Best money spent. Learned the process and just … More ordered my 8 gallon. Ordered their sweet feed recipe kit. Only thing was I only ordered 1. Always buy at least 2. That way you don’t have to wait for your next order like I did. Too tasty and too easy. Enjoy.
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Jason Stangel
★★★★★

Very quick delivery. Packaging was very meticulous.Opened it up absolutely beautiful. Put it together and ran a 3 hour cleaning. … More It works perfectly.Thanks Mile Hi for your professionalism.Look forward to do more business in the future.
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Kent Wallace
★★★★★

Just received my new Mile Hi 8 gallon dual purpose pro copper still. Package arrived in good shape, everything was well packed. … More I finally got everything set up last night and looking forward to my first run this week.Customer service was excellent. Looking forward to doing more business with the Mile Hi team.
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Dan Wruck
★★★★★

They have a lot of products at better prices than I found anywhere else. Ordering was fast and easy. I even forgot something on … More an order and sent them an email about it and they made sure it ended up being shipped with the rest of my stuff. The website has about all the information you'll need and the employees seem happy to help. I'll be using mile high for the vast majority of my distilling needs.
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Blakeslee B (Blakeslee)
★★★★★

Absolutely awesome, helpful team. Bringing "old fashioned" GOOD customer service back to the world. Great quality products, … More great company. All around they deserve 6 out of 5 stars.
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cronus59
★★★★★

Highly recommend Mile Hi Distilling essences. I have had many complements on my product, particularly for the bourbon essence … More and the coconut rum. Prices are reasonable. I recommend that they have a larger size in the bourbon essence, at least 250 ml. Shipping is fast and packed well.
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Mitchell Draper
★★★★★

They produce great quality products for a fair price. But it is their customer service that I feel has earned them this 5 star … More review. I ordered a thermometer, however my mail box had fallen down and the local post office shipped it back to the company. I call the company to explain my situation. The company did me a huge favor to get that package back to me as soon as possible! I am grateful to do business with this company.
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Timothy Enderton
★★★★★

items came about the time that was stated in the order. It was packaged very well with some minor breakage that was taken care … More of right away by Mile Hi. Great dealing with this company. Great product and quality. Would and have done more business with them.
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Robert Ciccolella
★★★★★

As usual Mile Hi Distilling comes through. The filtering system works as advertised. Great product, easy to use and operate. The … More folks at Mile Hi are always willing to help and will call you back if you leave a message. Great customer support and great folks to talk to. I have called with issues and had wonderful conversations and gained great insight in things I can do to improve my hobby. Can’t say enough great things about them. Give them a call, you won’t be disappointed!
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MrTswindell
★★★★★

An absolutely fabulous piece of equipment!! Worked flawlessly the very first time I used it. One of the best investments I've … More made. Well worth the money and time I waited to get it. Will definitely be using Mile Hi Distilling for all my equipment and materials needs.
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See all of our 500+ 5-star reviews on Google
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Available Now! Pick up a Mile Hi Distilling

Gift Card for your family and friends today.




Get Yours Today!


Sign Up For Our Free

Distilling 101 eBook




New to distilling?  Sign up for our FREE Distilling 101 eBook and learn all of the basics of becoming a great distiller!














How to Choose The Right Moonshine Still For You






The right moonshine still for the job depends on several variables. The volume of product you want to produce, your budget, and what you’re making are just a few. For example, a pot still is going to be much less fuss to use if your product is a flavored spirit like whiskey. A reflux still, on the other hand, is going to be great for a high-proof product like vodka. If you’re looking for a convenient brewing and mashing system, check out the Grainfather Brewing System. Getting the right tool for the job can solve a lot of headaches.


Moonshine Pot Stills
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Used by the original Moonshiners in the Appalachian Hills to make bootleg moonshine, pot stills are relatively easy stills to setup and operate.  They consist of a boiler and a condenser.  Pot Stills are perfect if you’re looking to make spirits such as moonshine, whiskey or brandy with more flavor and a lower 60-80% proof.


Check Out Our Pot Stills



Moonshine Reflux Stills
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Reflux Stills are used to create higher proof, odorless and flavorless spirits.  The spirit is made more pure by passing through the fractioning column, where it will meet the rising vapor, causing it to condense the during distillation.  The taller the column the more neutral the spirit will be.  Reflux stills are ideal for distillers who want to create rum, vodka or higher proof whiskeys.


Check Out Our Reflux Stills







Distillery Equipment






If you run a large operation, finding a provider for quality supplies can be tough. Luckily, Mile Hi Distilling can act as your go-to source for all of the supplies and equipment you need. We keep premium mash ingredients, yeast, oak barrels, instrument, cleaning supplies, and a large selection of stills in stock at all times. We understand the challenges of running a large operation and are always happy to chat if you have any special requests. Don’t be fooled by Chinese resellers, we are one of the few moonshine and whiskey still companies out there.







Check Out Our Complete Moonshine Still Kits












At Mile Hi Distilling, our team has years of experience in manufacturing and selling top-quality moonshine still kits. We provide a great selection of distilling supplies and equipment items that enable you to easily build or modify your moonshine still kit. No matter what volume or type of results you want to achieve, we can provide you with a moonshine still that enables you to achieve your goals.







Download Our Distilling 101 eBook Now!





The Highest Quality Moonshine Stills








The Highest Quality Moonshine Stills
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What Mile Hi Distilling Customers Are Saying

















“Works like a champ! Thanks Mile Hi.”
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Mile Hi Stainless Water Heater Element 120V 2000 watt


Kevin Holder (verified owner)


“An amazing job crafting this thing fellas. Straight out of the box, everything is perfect! Already gave it a good cleaning and ran a first run through. No issues, and no need for adjustment. Thanks for the amazing craftsmanship!”
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Alembic Copper Still 1.3 Gallon 5 Liter


Charlie (verified owner)


“Best one I’ve purchased from Mile Hi yet!”
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Mile Hi Bourbon Whiskey Essence (50ml)


Michael Madison (verified owner)


“Works great and is best price you will find absolutely anywhere!”
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Turbo Clear 2-Stage Clearing Agent 25 PACK


Andrew Barton (verified owner)


“Great quality, workmanship is outstanding.”
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Stainless Steel Distiller’s Parrot with Collection Cup


bryan1958 (verified owner)


“The absolute best, coolest, water distiller I’ve ever used ! Attach an essential oil basket to this and you can make some really cool plant extracts.”
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16 Gallon Stainless 4 Inch Mile Hi Flute – 4 Sections


Andrew Barton (verified owner)


“Excellent product with perfect workmanship. I have used the 3 gallon for many years and love it. The 8 gallon has a couple new features and i am very pleased with product. Keep up the good work MHD.”
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8 Gallon Heavy Duty Milk Can with 2 Inch Dome Lid and Clamp, NPT Fitting, and 2 Inch Ferruled Fitting


Michael Boring (verified owner)


“Best copper you can use for your still ! I tried others and it’s just not the same as mile highs copper scrubber packing . And a big thanks to jason for always being fast and on target with answering my emails . Awesome service and fast shipping.”
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Pure Copper Packing 1 Pound


scorpiotx36 (verified owner)










Established Provider of High-Grade Moonshine Still Kits






A growing number of people are investing in a moonshine still kit in order to enjoy the centuries-old craft of producing their own distilled beverages or even fuel for their truck or car. Although it is illegal to produce and sell moonshine (homemade whiskey or other spirits), it’s not illegal to own moonshine making equipment – in many areas users can apply for a permit to produce ethanol – a useful fuel which has numerous applications. We carry everything from the traditional copper still, to stainless steel units, to the state-of-the-art Grainfather Brewing System. If you are in the need of a high-quality moonshine kit, you’ve come to the right place. We also carry top of the line supplies like grains and carbon filters.





Copper and Stainless Steel Alcohol Stills






Here at Mile Hi, we carry both copper stills and stainless steel moonshine stills. In the right hands, both of these materials are excellent candidates for your operation. Copper stills tend to be more expensive, but bring some decent benefits. Copper is an excellent conductor of heat, it also removes sulfur compounds from the wash. Stainless steel, however, is extremely durable. While it doesn’t remove sulfur or conduct heat as well, it is much easier to clean and can bring down the cost of a large operation.





Whiskey Still Kits






Looking to get up and running in one fell swoop? Need a great gift for the DIYer in your life? Look no further, Mile Hi carries some of the best moonshine kits money can buy. These kits are perfect to tinker with and get hands-on with the ancient art of distilling. These kits can take you from beginner to a seasoned distiller, all in one single purchase. If the kits on our site are not what you’re looking for, contact us and we can help you assemble your own custom kit. Remember, always operate within the guidelines of state and federal law.

As always, don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. We hope to become your go-to for moonshine stills and distilling equipment.
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How To Choose The Right Still For You
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Making Cuts with Mile Hi Distilling
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Bubble Plates vs. Downcomer Plates
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How to Set Up A Water Recirculation Chamber
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CONTACT US TODAY
 	
Wheatridge, CO


	303-987-3955

	[email protected]

	Monday – Friday:
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Worlds largest selection of distilling equipment from moonshine still to turbo yeast. MHD is the one stop shop for moonshine supplies. Buy online today!




Shop Now
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